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The Commission staff will convene a three-day workshop to discuss this proposal. This will be an 
iterative process where we will refine as we get feedback from all stakeholders. The workshops are 
scheduled to begin on March 19th at the Commission Auditorium. More details on the workshop to 
follow.

The large utilities (i.e. SoCalGas, PG&E, SDG&E, and Edison) are asked to submit and serve a case study 
utilizing the new process - see below. By case study we mean we want the utilities to take this proposal 
and create an example of how it could work in real life - e.g. a utility can file its own Risk Assessment 
Planning Proceeding (RAPP) using hypotheticals. We are requesting this approach because the case 
studies can be used in the workshop to revise/refine the proposal. The utilities are asked to submit and 
serve their case studies on March 11th.

Logistically, the next steps on this proposal are as follows:

1. SoCalGas, PG&E, SDG&E, & Edison are to submit and serve their case studies on March 11, 2014
2. Workshops (March 19, 20, & 21) with all stakeholders to get feedback
3. Staff will revise the proposal based on the feedback from the workshops
4. Parties will file formal opening and reply comments on the revised proposal.
5. Prehearing Conference (PHC) will be scheduled for April 29, 2014 - ruling to follow.

I. Introduction
Coming out of the energy crisis, the Commission radically changed its policies around energy 
procurement to ensure reliability as it formed the so called "hybrid market" that combined elements of 
regulated utility services with competitive markets. This process evolved over the years to become the 
Long-Term Procurement Plan proceeding (LTPP). The LTPP combined two core functions: approving 
short-term (generally less than five year) procurement of electric energy supplies on an expedited 
schedule, and approving long-term contracts for generating resources to ensure adequate generation 
capacity was available to meet planning reserve margins.

Since the San Bruno natural gas pipeline explosion in 2010, the Commission has faced a similar need for 
transformation of its policies concerning the safety and resiliency of utility operations. In response to 
date, the Legislature has enacted multiple statutes, and the Commission has also opened several 
investigations and rulemakings; however, neither the statutes nor the rulemakings/investigations 

fundamentally changed the core mechanisms by which considers

safety
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In this Rulemaking - R.13-11-006 - the Commission has asked stakeholders how to more effectively 
integrate safety into utility General Rate Case (GRC) funding proposals, and also asked for ideas to 
potentially streamline the GRC process. Over eighteen different stakeholders filed comments in 
response to the Rulemaking. The Staff Straw Proposal draws on the ideas proposed by the Office of 
Ratepayer Advocates and the Coalition of California Utility Employees, among other stakeholders.

This Staff Proposal is introducing a process modeled after the LTPP proceeding. The LTPP proceeding 
focuses on ensuring reliability and ensuring necessary capacity is brought online consistent with state- 
policy goals. Essentially, the LTPP utilizes a transparent stakeholder process to identify need for 
resources based on load forecasts, policy directives and future expectations about resource availability 
and directs each utility to procure a portfolio of contracts to ensuring sufficient generation supply on a 
territory-wide and local resource area. We are proposing that a similar mechanism be created for 
complete and transparent stakeholder process to form a risk-mitigation portfolio for each utility - i.e. 
identifying and ranking the risks to a safer and more resilient system using a uniform process, and 
providing a mechanism for the utilities to propose specific projects to reduce or allay that risk.

The goal of this proposal is to develop fundamental regulatory processes for defining, acquiring, j hT

risk-based information that supports rate-setting and efoieetprooram 
prioritizing decisions. <> *- ,,‘f /v, ,t >;, "p- Ths new process - whether in a separate proceeding or 
a phase of the GRC proceeding - should include the following:

tf VPdisseminating rJf1i
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Description of the utility asset needing replacement or upgrade. The estimated risk, the 
existing controls already in place to mitigate the risk, and the effect of not replacing or 
upgrading.

o

A description on the method used to estimate the risk. For instance was the risk scored 
on a purely quantitative basis, a Subject Matter Expert (SME) basis, or a hybrid 
approach?

o

What alternative solutions are available to reduce or eliminate the risk?o

The estimated risk reduction if the replacement or upgrade is authorized or if the other 
alternatives are authorized.

o

Developing these processes and the capability to credibly deliver and interpret risk information suggests 
that several other supporting capabilities may also need to be in place. Utilities may need to expand 
their risk management processes, and the Commission, as well as interveners may need to expand their 
own capabilities and understanding of risk management.

Here are two possible alternatives for incorporating this process into GRC decision making:

A) A separate proceeding, conducted separately from and in advance of the GRC application, which 
results in a risk-informed portfolio of projects to address identified risks and uncertainties, and 
which establishes a ranking of these projects based on their expected costs and anticipated 
value to ratepayers. For the purposes of this proposal, we coin the term Risk Assessment 
Planning Proceeding (RAPP). The Commission-approved results of the RAPP process would then 
be incorporated into the utility GRC application as part of expenditure requests for utility 
operations and capital improvements.

B) Instead of holding a separate proceeding, the risk assessment and project planning could occur 
as the first Phase of each utility's GRC proceeding, with the risk-reduction project portfolio 
comprising a separate book of testimony and related working papers, and the budget for the 
approved project list incorporated into the utility's total revenue request for that Test Year.

While this proposal has selected these two options for consideration, Staff is not opposed to 
alternatives that fit the concepts further described in this paper. Regardless of the structure for 
considering risk and mitigation, however, this proposal also sees a necessity for ad4tf=i^a-rtew-
i in t~i ■fi f i rvt rt iO.ni o o if~ ’j-r-v P f' c~ < a /1~> i /-!■"> < »i 11 /Hi onf-oif •I'N.o. t i1?" 11 rf~v / n /-s 1 rv» if- r 11 I’fr- i f~ r\ ot 1 f-o t-vfr-
v"0"i fi bi1" #"i"f 1^/vw"" vJT g" «£r"i"l T'v*? V't?Cl s'tu ii....Vi f'C Ci tii s"%>■ tt i w' C It T gtw- s ^ y iflO"vl8lw w.... 'ij f'

ve+t-.-ift^ovr'd cq- s-.?1*.;}-

meet or exceed safety requirements.
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This verification process 
section of this proposal.

is discussed in more detail in the later

Setting aside for the moment the matter of whether risk analysis is separate and preliminary to the GRC, 
or an early Phase of the case, this approach essentially consists of three components:

> Step 1 is to identify the risks for a safer and more resilient system, and to create a process that 
allows the utility to bring to the Commission its justification/rationale for these risks and ways to 
mitigate them. The outcome of this Step would provide guidance for establishing 
recommended levels of funding for Safety and Resiliency. We^44lke4e-feetiss-aT#te^efkshep-
mhr»f hr»r fhir ct'c* ft l~*o inr*/i">rr>r>r'if,PfT ir>fT> fnQ (-t P? f**- rif'ow i k v—* vs x vtt i "x:1?1"! {rt) 1'sjr'"C/i..v* vv^1 ? vt* x*vtt\ j tj r ""f < x vtt x *1cvtt v-*i-nCj*"*

> Step 2 is the traditional General Rate Case litigation for each utility. The prior identification 
and/or ranking of the risks to the utility would not guarantee that all costs proposed in the GRC 
will get approved. In the GRC, stakeholders can debate the cost as well as the path the utility 
has chosen to eliminate and/or mitigate the risks identified.

> Step 3 is safety assurance. Safety assurance is a process to determine the effectiveness of risk 
controls. If consists of data collection—which includes reporting mechanisms, investigation of
incidents and accidents, and other monitoring processes such as audits—and data analysis, 
used to assess safety performance, discover new hazards, and assess the effectiveness of 
existing risk controls, What has traditionally been considered the regulator's "compliance'1

wtfefm-aftd-srm€4e-veH4fi€ati^fHSVstem4l:rat-w4Mae-fe^&rted-4v4f:re4rtUrtv4e4fre-€emfmsst&f^s-
Safetv-^e-4Rf&feemefft-&4¥tef&n4SI 4/ I >f-exaffmteT4f^t4tity4(-was-^#f6ve44fH2^4^-te-fe^ee-

stffmte-€h€H44bat4r00Q-^etesw^fe-^gfeved4f4-2O4^4n-2O3r&-2^Q-&efes-¥i^re-fec ©s4

ef-$^0-m44&R^a-^047-^0-^eles-wefe-fe^la€e4^t-a-€est-^f-$6§-fflttiteni4B-203r&- >efe-

fe-ola€ed-at-a-€est-ef-$4Q(Tffl4ti4e43f4be--fcrt4it¥-¥»4U-fefm€l-4he-extra-$f>ffl44ee-^
semeth4fXfi-etse4hat4feAwtti-e<eaftv4defxttfy^4:h4s-sl:xet44^ae4lkxstfate€ 4e-afi4^i4l4ft€to4&

etl^ef-4tems4h€rt-v^e4:^-^^feve44fHtkie-GR€v

In the next sections we will further explain each of these three steps.

s for the utility to identify and cleariy define its priorities and 
stem. More specifically, the utility must identify the top risks 
j as operational risks that the utility faces, legacy risks, and 
n performance and unanticipated risks to a safer more 
these risks based on measureable and verifiable risk 
he safety objectives, implementation options, and the

1 These are suggested risk categories and may be further developed as part of a risk taxonomy identification process in the 
RAPP
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information required to evaluate the performance of the proposed projects. Further, the utility must 
aiso identify risk mitigation projects. They should show how, and by how much, each project is expected 
to reduce the probability of a hazardous event occurring and the consequences of the event if it occurs. 
The utility should also estimate when they expect these safety improvements to be realized and the 
duration or lifetime of the project impacts (e.g. replaced pipe has expected lifetime of "X" years, 
employees are retrained every three years, etc.). These projects should be identified as either direct 
safety mitigation projects (e.g. pipeline replacement), risk assessment projects (e.g. pipeline safety 
testing and inspection, risk modeling), or safety enabling projects (e.g. safety training).2 Through this 
process ail stakeholders will have an opportunity to comment on the utilities testimony and provide 
feedback, if any should be adopted and/or modified. The Commission's final decision would reflect this 
robust and transparent record.

One of the most apparent challenges is simply identifying the risks to a safer and more resilient system -

n

s,

• Risks involve uncertainty about achieving objectives. Although categories of risk, or even

specified risk events can be identified and the likelihood of their occurrence quantified, there is 
still an underlying element of uncertainty in terms of when, extent of the impact, or ultimate 
outcomes of some event. Uncertainties are expressed as both negative and positive impacts. 
Negative impacts hinder the advancement of our objectives and positive impacts promote and 
enhance our objectives. Regulation should recognize this dual role and capability of risk 
management and adopt processes that provide incentives to utilities to address and find 
innovative ways to control risk in ways that comport with and advance stakeholder objectives.

• Risk is an analytically measurable quantity, and may be reduced to a metric that is a function of 
the probability of an event and the impact of that event. Each event can either enhance or 
inhibit the ability to achieve objectives. These metrics can characterize risks that have occurred 
in the past (Lagging indicators) or can aiso assess our expectations of future events (Leading 
indicators).

• Risk management is predicated on a comprehensive review of risks. The effectiveness of a risk 
management paradigm depends on the ability to comprehensively review all project risks

2 These are suggested categories that may be further defined as part of the RAPP
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individually and as a portfolio. Risk occurs at all levels of an enterprise so risk management is the 
responsibility of everyone.

Learning is a core competency of effective risk management, The task of resolving uncertainties 
and reducing negative risk requires that organizations plan for and embrace learning and 
continuous improvement processes as an integral part of risk management.

Transparency in risk evaluation processes and third party review is essential to developing 
robust comparable risk metrics, confidence in the measurement process, and consistency in 
overall risk management processes.

anagement can be used to 
service, we have developed a 
ts incorporate the five guiding 
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The risk assessment process (whether in a separate RAPP proceeding or as a Phase of the GRC) is 
designed to elicit these three fundamental requirements of risk assessment and management in three 
steps:

1, Develop an objectives hierarchy / risk taxonomy,
2, Identify and characterize program level risks and mitigating options, and
3, Select an acceptable level of risk given a limited set of alternatives.

These requirements out!

An objective hierarchy (c 
can impact the core objectives of safety, resiliency and costs. While the hierarchy is a stable 
representation of the concerns of stakeholders, it is also a comprehensive and evolving tool. This tool 
also documents and includes risks that have not recently occurred or may have not yet occurred,3 This 
hierarchy has several benefits:

■ the risks that

• Encourages a comprehensive review of all risks that can impact a utility,
• Refines the understanding of how core objectives are managed and can be impacted by specific 

programs.

3 The staff straw proposal focuses on the overall risk. However, there is an inherent accepted risk in the present systems. With 
that in mind, focusing on the net change in risk may be more productive as it relates to acceptance of risk relative to the 
difference from the present state. This may also help deal with the risk of not taking action on a project. While discussions 
about the risk inherent in the present systems may be productive overall, it may present a level of complexity that does not 
essentially focus on the proposed projects.
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• Creates a clear method for rolling up risks in an agreed on manner,
• Creates a clear way to identify the program risks such as operational, legacy, and emerging risks.

Initially developing and building out this hierarchy can be a challenge. It will require input from Kills 
about the systems and process used to manage their systems, Interveners will also have input into how 
core objectives should be weighted in this hierarchy, Fundamentally the hierarchy is a tool for mapping 
core objectives to specific programmatic activities.
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With a hierarchy in p 
that hierarchy. Each 
This serves two purp 
can be roiled up usin
program ievei risks and serves as a simple performance metric.

ntified within 
nation of risk, 
am ievei risks 
of the

Risk evaluation is the IQUs' estimate of the performance expectations, the potential impacts (both 
negative and positive), and the overall risk mitigation potential for every project within the GRC. Whiie 
some projects may have a big impact on reliability, and others have an impact on safety, each project 
nevertheless has some impact on both of these core objectives. This evaluation couid be summarized on 
a one page summary of the projects goals and expectations.

3,
In order to make an evaluation c 
then potentially rank a program 
values used in the previous program evaluation phase. Since each program has already been identified

!, we can segment and 
n be any of the estimated
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and the impacts to safety, resiliency and cost have been agreed on in program summary phase, we can 
now segment and then within each of those segments rank each of the programs. The segments can be 
based on a number of criteria and chosen based on whatever the stakeholders believe is most 
appropriate. This segmenting aiso identifies the risk classification, so that each type of program is 
identified and minimum standards and compliance issues can be assured.

Once it is classified whether it is high frequency or iow severity, we can then begin to rank each program 
within that classification/segmentation. Comparing across segmentation the stakeholders would then

need to determine the risk cut.off (RAPP line) for ai! programs - see the figure beiow. This ievei of risk

acceptance balances ai! the concerns and implicitly selects projects to be adopted.

With the risk level established the budget constraint would be established within the GRC process.
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„„ If Results of Risk Assessment into theIII,
G

Genera! ra__ f regulatory proceeding, in which, a utility files a revenue 
requirement request based on its estimated operating costs and revenue needs for a particular test year 
and the Commission determines a just and reasonable revenue requirement. These cases aim to strike a 
proper balance between risks the utilities take and reasonable opportunity for returns, taking into 
account changing economic conditions. The GRC sets the baseiine for utility costs to provide reliable, 
safe, environmentally sound service at just and reasonable rates. Therefore, regardless of where the 
system safety and security pians will be reviewed and approved, the implementation costs must be 
reviewed in GRCs.

Essentially, the GRCs are entirely cost driven. The GRC approves the revenues and rates for the test year

that was litigated. Year 1 is the test year, and for years 2 & 3 an attrition or rather post.test year

ratemaking is aiso litigated and decided in the GRC. The historical practice has been to litigate the post 
test.year ratemaking within the GRC.

GRCs are typically filed every three years and are staggered to ensure that the Commission and

interveners have dedicated staff. A utility's base year under a three.year cycie is actuaiiy the utility's
test year from the prior GRC. However, if there is a deiay, then that couid impact the utility's costs in a 
way different from what was forecast.

This proposal recommends that a four.year rate case cycie be adopted, thereby giving the utility at least
one year of actual spend that will become the base year for the next GRC. It should be understood that 
the further into the future we forecast the more iikeiy it is that we will be wrong in one direction or

another. Therefore, extending our forecast to a four.year GRC cycie wiii require the Commission to be

flexible in dealing with the differences between forecast and actual resuits. One possibility couid be that 
the utility would be required to file annual advice letters updating top line cost information.

The real question is which GRC cycie wiii be abie to incorporate a new risk.analysis process. To answer

this question we will highlight the GRC cycles of the three large utilities and make a recommendation 
that is reasonable considering timeliness and completeness of the RAPP record.

Current GRC cycles:

> PG&E's GRC = filed in Nov 2012 for test year 2014. The next cycle begins with an application 
that will be filed in Nov 2015 for test year 2017 (this will commence the 4 year GRC cycle for
PG&E of 2017 - 2020.)

> PG&E's Gas Transmission and Storag >) = filed December 2013 for test year 2015. We wiii

propose that the current GT&5 cycie continue as a 4 year cycie.4 This is consistent with the last

4 PG&E has proposed a three year cycle in its application.
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PG&E GT&S proceeding in which the Commission adopted a 4 year cycle. Under the 4.year

(2015 - 2018) cycie, the next filing will be in December 2017 for test.year 2019.

Edison GRC = filed in Nov 2013 for test year 2015. The next cycie begins with application that 
will be filed in Nov 2016 for test year 2018. (This application will commence the 4 year GRC 
cycie for Edison of 2018.2021)

Sempra GRC = the next filing is an application filed in Nov 2014 for test year 2016. This should
be a 4 year cycle (2016 - 2019). This is consistent with the last Commission D.13.05.010 which
adopted a 4 year (2012 - 2015) GRC time frame.

If the first option - a separate RAPP proceeding - is determined to be the best choice, there is an 
additional consideration of providing sufficient time to conduct a proceeding (however expedited) and
giving the utility enough time to incorporate resuits in its subsequent GRC.

To make sure the information used in risk assessment is not out of date by the time the GRC is filed and 
to make sure the utility has had sufficient time to incorporate the risk assessment developed in a RAPP 
proceeding into its GRC, we think the RAPP proceeding should be scheduled to conclude 12 months 
before the GRC is filed. Alternatively, the risk assessment phase of the GRC should conclude 12 months
before the next phase of the GRC addressing costs is filed.

With this in mind, we envision that the RAPP will be incorporated in the GRC first time beginning with 
Sempra's GRC test year 2020 which Sempra will file in November 2018. Working back from that date, 
the RAPP proceeding will need to be concluded 12 months before November 2018 which is Nov 2017. 
We envision that this proceeding will take 12 months to process from filing to the issuance of the RAPP 
decision. So the RAPP proceeding will need to be filed in Nov 2016. We need the parties' input on the 
how to coordinate the timing of the RAPP with the GRC for best use of the risk assessment.

As we move along this process, the Commission may want to consider expanding this process to include 
the smaller utilities that are subject to the Commission's jurisdiction.

Vertficatiei\Safety AssuranceIV.
As stated above,
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